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Everyone Has Seen 
a Comic or 

a Magic Show

You can get all the details perfect, but if

your speakers are boring or if your

entertainment is mediocre, the entire

event feels like a flop. The true secret

to turning any event into a smash hit is

finding the right entertainment for your

audience.

Everyone has seen a magic act or

been to a club and watched a

comedian. Why not give the audience

something unique and exciting?

The problem with traditional entertainment options is that they are all passive.

The audience just watches. But, a mentalist is different. A mentalist uses fun-

focused audience participation. Everyone has a great time because everyone is

part of the show.

Booking a mentalist also gives you a

logistical advantage. There are no

large props, intense setup, and

complicated technical requirements. A

mentalist can work in almost any venue

and still put on a mind-blowing show.



What Does a 
Mentalist Do?

A mentalist is part mind reader,

part comedian, and part master

communicator. Brent Webb is

“The Master Mind”. He does so

much more than just read your

thoughts. He gets inside your

mind. He sees with your eyes,

hears with your ears, and thinks

with YOUR mind.

Go to your insights tab and scroll 

Even skeptics leave his shows with a smile on their faces and a bounce in their

step. Webb is a veteran of thousands of shows and reading a room is second

nature to him. But, every single show is unique because it involves audience

participation and is geared to the specific people in the seats.

You have never experienced

anything like a Brent Webb show.

He makes the entire audience

part of the program. You move

from slide-splitting laughter to

wide-eyed amazement.

Along the way Webb also shows you that you are capable of far more than you

ever thought possible.

There’s a reason brands such as Ford, Microsoft, and Ferrari have brought Brent

Webb and his “The Master Mind” show to locations all over the world.



What Makes 
Brent Webb 

Special?

Brent Webb is a stunning performer. His

talents have taken him from his own show

on the Las Vegas Strip to cities all over the

world. He loves working with companies to

not only entertain their employees, but to

also inspire them to unlock their own

hidden potential.

Nobody ever forgets having the chance to

see Brent Webb, “The Master Mind” in

action.

Webb’s shows are fast-paced and highly

interactive. With uncanny speed and ability,

Webb can tell you the name of your first love

or how much loose change you have in your

pocket. Everyone from corporate audiences to

celebrities to veteran entertainers all find

Webb’s shows engaging and completely mind-

blowing.

Webb is able to dazzle audiences of all

sizes and backgrounds. His innovative and

imaginative presentations work in almost

any venue. He will make you rethink what

is truly possible and leave you excited to

overcome your own perceived limitations.



Infotainment: 
Integrating Your 
Custom Message

Unlike many corporate entertainers, Brent Webb is able to seamlessly

incorporate your company’s custom message into his show. The audience never

feels like they are being preached to. Instead they just come away feeling

entertained and inspired.

Webb is a master showman. He calls his unique blend of subtle messaging and

entertainment, “Infotainment”.

Infotainment is about engaging the audience and helping them have a great time

while also communicating important themes. The audience will smile and laugh,

gasp in astonishment, and they will also come away having learned to see

beyond their limitations and with a deep understanding of the power of

possibilities and positive thinking.

Imagine how much your bosses will love seeing everyone happy, entertained,

and soaking in the key message they want everyone in the company to

understand.



Be the Hero for 
Your Client or 

Company

Planning corporate events is stressful.

There are thousands of details and nothing

ever goes perfectly. You have to be

constantly engaged and ready to

troubleshoot everything from flaky vendors

to major facility issues. Often your work

goes underappreciated. Sometimes your

boss only notices your work when things

go bad.

But, it’s possible to look like a hero to your

client or company. Booking Brent Webb for

your next event is a sure-fire way to make 

sure everyone will be smiling and

talking about how amazing the event

was for years to come.

Webb is a seasoned professional

who always delivers. With him on

your side you can focus on other

details while having peace of mind

knowing that your bosses are going

to love his show.  



Ready to Make Your Next 
Event an Unforgettable 

Experience?

Do you want your next event to be amazing? Book Brent Webb and his

"Rethink The Impossible Show". The audience will love him. Your bosses

will tell you that you are their hero. You will have the peace of mind of

knowing that you are getting the best in the business. 

For More Details About 
Booking Brent Webb, 

Visit His Website: 
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